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Knowing  where to start is typically the hardest

part in just about every endeavor we undertake.

Developing your own digital content for your

business is no different. In fact, it's downright

daunting. It was for me too. Even starting to put

together my own course content was a

crazy thought. Where do I start??? And mind

you,  I've got 14+ years in this industry!!!

But you know what helped me? Following the

very step by step formula I have applied over and

over and over to creating dozens of courses

successfully for my corporate customers. I

applied that same formula to the creation of my

own courses outside of the corporate arena and

guess what: it still worked like a charm to get my

content down!! 

And regardless of the type of course, the

process I followed to create it was always the

same 8 step process. In this brief guide, I want to

share those steps with you and hope they ignite

ACTION and INSPIRE you to finally put your

knowledge and expertise into a course that

dazzles your audience! 
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Knowing WHO you want to help and WHAT you

want to help them FIX is pretty much the very

first step you need to take before doing anything

else.

Identifying clearly who your audience is will not

only help you deliver a course that is relevant to

THEM, but, it will help set the tone, level of

detail and even the theme of your content! A

course aimed at corporate executives will likely

look very different than one aimed at

independent entrepreneurs.

You also need to be very clear as to WHAT

exactly is the problem that your course is going

to solve for your learner. Ask yourself this

question: WHAT DOES MY TARGET CLIENT

NEED TO FIGURE OUT HOW TO DO? The answer

to "that question" will be your course topic.

1 I D E N T I F Y
audience & problem
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Once you know what you are going to FIX (or

the problem), now you need to turn that into the

SOLUTION you are going to provide.

This becomes the GOAL of your course: What

your learner will be able to GAIN from taking your

course. Better yet, what they will be able to DO.

You do not need to be specific at this point on

the actual steps to accomplish the solution. You

just have to define a general statement that

addresses a solution to the problem you

identified in the previous step.

"Someone struggling with spending too much

money and still not getting enough visitors to

their website may be interested in learning HOW

TO CREATE BUDGET FRIENDLY EFFECTIVE ADS

ON FACEBOOK THAT DRIVE THE RIGHT

VISITORS TO YOUR WEBSITE."

2 D E F I N E
course goal
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You have a goal defined, now it is time to break

that down into ACTIONABLE, MEASURABLE

steps required to accomplish that goal: these are

called OBJECTIVES.

In the world of instructional design we follow

certain standards for creating objectives that

drive the right learning. According to Bloom's

Taxonomy you should be able to measure all

your objectives once completed. Therefore

"UNDERSTANDING how to create an ad" cannot

be measured ('understanding' cannot be

measured until applied). "Creating an ad" could

be measured by checking to see that an ad was

created (not that you would or have to do that,

this is just to illustrate a measurable objective).

Make a list of measurable objectives that will

help your learner accomplish the goal.

3 b r e a k  d o w n
from goal to steps
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This is where the rubber meets the road.

Now that you have your objectives written out, all

you have to do is make each objective into its

own lesson or chapter (or module), depending

on its content depth, and voila, you got your

course skeleton laid out and now you just add

your knowledge into each chapter. Voila!

This is probably where you will spend the

majority of your time.  As you develop each

objective you might realize you need other tools

to augment your instructions or illustrate it better:

demos, worksheets, guides, checklists... 

Simply make note of these as you create your

content and we will address these a bit later in

step 6.

4 c r e a t e
add the content
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We all know and have experienced those

dreadful text only presentations where the

person is literally reading what is on the slide to

you. 

When it comes to instructional courses, this is not

only detrimental to the learner (we can actually

read faster than the voice we are hearing). It

becomes a distraction. Plus, you lose the part of

your audience that tends to be more visual.

Augment your course and your examples with

graphics and imagery that relates to the content

or even serves to illustrate your point. Use

professional icons and photos, avoid just using

images from Google. I recommend Canva (I

created this guide in Canva) and/or

dollarphotoclub for high resolution images at $1

each.

5 i l l u s t r a t e
examples & images
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Ever heard this quote?

"Tell me and I forget, show me and I may

remember, involve me and I will learn"

by Benjamin Franklin.

If your course will be delivered live, you can

engage the audience by asking questions or

asking for audience to share examples of what

they have learned so far or how they will apply it,

When it comes to digital content where you are

not there, you can add worksheets the learner

can complete, ask for tweets, or Facebook

posts to illustrate what they have learned.

This is where you will create those materials you

identified in Step 4 to help augment lessons as

needed. Keep these simple and easy to digest. 

6 e n g a g e
involve learner
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Offer a summary at the end that contains the

original objectives you declared.

For most of my courses I literally take the

Objectives slide, reproduce it (copy/paste) and

simply change the verb to present tense:

You should now be able to....then list those again

one by one.

Direct folks to the resources you have provided

for them and who they can contact for help or

questions.

Do check to make sure you have covered the

content each objective you wanted to address

and that you aren't missing any crucial steps for

your learner to accomplish the course's goal.

 

7 S u m m a r i z e
re-highligt objectives
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This last step could go into many different

directions depending on the type of course you

are producing, but here are some ideas:

1- Live course: schedule a webinar to present it.

Google hangouts (free), webinarjam, join.me

(free), goto webinar, free conference (free), in

person, etc..

2- Recorded courses: upload recorded screen

video to youtube, wistia (both free), or Vimeo.

Then embed them into a membership site using

plugins like Optimize Press, Zippy Courses,

Wishlist Member or higher end solutions like

Kajabi, Infusionsoft (for larger audiences).

If you're not into managing membership sites (I

don't blame you), you can email links to your

videos as you deem fit. Optionally, password

protect the video or page you add them to. Voila!

 

8 d e l i v e r
make your course available
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I hope this will serve you as it has served me to

get your brilliant thoughts into an instructional

format you can wrap and deliver.

Serving a larger audience through digital courses

will not only create more freedom and options in

your business but it will add credibility to your

expertise and knowledge in your chosen field.

I offer a free webinar called Courses That Rock

that shows you how to take these steps further

and put them into action. If you'd like to receive a

notification when I announce the date for this Fall

2015, make sure you "like" my business page on

Facebook and follow me on Twitter below. Thank

you for your readership!
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